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Summary. This is the first in a series of papers aimed at defining and studying bitopo-
logical counterparts of the principal cardinal invariants in topology. It is devoted to study 
of analogues of the functions weight, density and cellularity. 
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The basic motivation for the introduction of topological invariants is the classifica-
tion of topological spaces. For this reason, cardinal functions play a very important 
role in General Topology [3] and [4], 
While it is possible to study the cardinal functions of the two topologies of a 
bitopological space separately, this is not necessarily the most appropriate course, 
since it is often the interrelationship between these topologies which is significant 
in a bitopological space setting. For example, a bitopological space might satisfy a 
significant separation axiom, without either of the topologies doing so. Since this 
will have repercussions on the relations between the various cardinal functions, it is 
clearly of interest to try and develop cardinal functions which are directly related to 
the bitopological structure, and this has been our aim. 
The approach of Kopperman and Meyer [5], whose paper came to the attention 
of the author after the completion of this work, is somewhat different. Their idea 
is essentially to associate with a bitopological space the largest value of a given 
(topological) cardinal function for the two topologies and for the joint topology. For 
some cardinal functions, including the weight in particular, this leads to a function 
with a natural bitopological interpretation, but for a large class of cardinal functions 
it reduces to the consideration of that function for the joint topology alone, and a 
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good deal of bitopological structure can be lost in the passage to the joint topology. 
In the analogues of density and cellularity presented here, we have tried to involve 
the bitopological structure in a more essential way, and have attempted to find rela-
tions between these invariants which depend on bitopological rather than topological 
properties. 
Throughout this paper, (X, u, v) will denote a bitopological space, and uV v the 
joint topology on X. If <p is a (topological) cardinal function, <pu(X), <pv(X) and 
}<p(X) will denote the values of <p for the spaces (X, u), (X,v) and (X,uVv) respec-
tively. 
Let us recall that (X, u, v) is called: 
(i) weakly pairwise T 0 if given x,y £ X with x ^ y, there exists G £ uUv such that 
x £ G,y g G or x g G, y £ G; 
(ii) weakly pairwise T2 if given x, y £ X with x ^ y, there exist U € «, V € v with 
U n V = 0 and x £ U, y £ V or y £ U, x £ V; 
(iii) pairwise T2 if given x, y S X with x 5̂  y, there exist U € u, V 6 v with 
[/ n V = 0 and a; e U, y € V; 
(iv) pairwise regular if given F , u-closed (^-closed) and x & F, there exist U £ u, 
V £ v with 1/ n V = 0 and z £ U, F C K(o: G V, F C [/). [6] 
The material in this series that forms part of the author's Ph.D. Thesis [2] was 
written under the supervision of Dr. L. M. Brown. 
1. B I W E I G H T 
1.1. Def in i t ion . Let (X,u,v) be a bitopological space, d an open dual family, 
that is d C u x v. The family d is called a bibase for X if it satisfies the following 
condition: 
M(G,H) £uxv, 
x £ G n H =4> (3(U, V) £ d) (x £ U C G and x £ V C H). 
The cardinal number 
bw(X) = min {|d|: d is a bibase for X} 
is called the biweight of the space (X,u,v). 
The following theorem is easily proved and shows that our definition of a biweight 
is equivalent to that given in [5]. 
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1.2. Theorem. 
]w(X) <bw(X) = m a x { w u ( X ) , w „ ( X ) } . 
The joint weight is not always equal to the biweight, as the following example 
shows: 
1.3. E x a m p l e . We take X = N. Let & be a free ultrafilter on X, that is 
C\& = 0. We consider the topologies u = & U {0} and v = discrete on X. It can be 
easily seen that 
jw(X) = UJ < bw(X) = ui. 
1.4. Theorem. If (X, u,v) is weakly pairwise T 0 , then 
\X\ < .expbw(X). 
P r o o f . It is an immediate consequence of the fact that X is jointly T 0 and 
jw(X) <. bw(X). G 
2 . BlDENSITY 
2.1 . Definition. Let (X, u, v) be a bitopological space. A subset A of X is called 
bidense in X [1] if it is both u-dense and u-dense. The cardinal number 
bd(X) = min {|^4|: A is a bidense subset of X} 
is called the bidensity of the space (X,u,v). 
2.2. Theorem. 
ma.x{du(X),dv(X)} = bd(X) ^ j d ( X ) . 
We can find a bitopological space with bd(X) < }d(X). Hence, our density function 
is different from that given in [5]. 
2.3. E x a m p l e . Let u be the topology with the base { ( - c o , a ] : a e R}, and v 
the topology with the base {[6, oo): b e R} on R. The bitopological space (R,u,t>) 
is jointly discrete and so jd(R) = w\. The set of rational numbers Q is bidense in R, 
so that bd(R) = UJ. Hence, we obtain bd(R) < jd(R). Now let us recall the following 
two well known results in topological spaces: Let (X, T) be a topological space. 
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(i) If (X,T) is regular, then w(X) < expd(X). 
(ii) If (X,T) is T2 , then w(X) < exp
3 d(X). 
For a bitopological space (X, u,v), if both u and v are regular topologies, the 
analogue of result (i) namely, 
bw(X)<_expbdpO 
is easily verified. 
However, we do not have the same result for pairwise regular spaces: 
2.4. E x a m p l e . Let 7 ^ u be a cardinal number and a = U{exp n 7: n 6 u>}. 
Consider the topologies 
u= {[0,77): ? ? < a } u { a , 0 } , v = {\P,a): (3 < a} U {0} 
on X = [0, a) = a. It is easy to show that the space (X, u, v) is pairwise regular. 
Furthermore, the set S = {exp n 7: n € a;} U {0} is bidense in X and u = \S\ = 
b&(X) < a. Since a is a strong limit cardinal and bw(X) = a , we find 
expbd(X) <bw(X). 
Remaining with this space, we see that (X,u,v) is weakly pairwise T2 . The cardinal 
number a is strong limit cardinal, and so 
exp 3bd(X) <bw(X). 
This means that the analogue of result (ii) is not true for weakly pairwise T 2 spaces. 
The following example shows that this result does not hold for pairwise T 2 spaces 
either: 
2.5. E x a m p l e . Let X = LO4 = [0,UJ4). We consider topologies u and v with 
the bases 
{{7} : 7 < ^ } U { ([0, w) \ A) U {r,} : u < r, < vit \A\ < u, A C CJ} 
U{[0 ,w) \ iB: \B\<u, BCUJ) 
and 
{{7}: 7 < ^UKUJ,^) \A: \A\ <u,Ac (!..,««)}, 
respectively. It is easy to check that X is pairwise T 2 . Let A C (u>,u>4) and \A\ = w. 
The set C = [0,w) U A is bidense in X, and |C| = bd(X). Since bw(X) = UJ4, 
bd(X) < bw(X). Then we have 
u>3 = exp
3 bd(X) < bw(X) = w4. 
3. R E G U L A R AND QUASI-REGULAR DENSITY 
In view of the above negative results, we seek to define new density functions 
which are better behaved in this respect. 
3 .1 . Definit ion. Let (X,u,v) be a bitopological space and A a bidense subset 
of X. A is called regularly (quasi-regularly) dense in X if there exists a u base Su 
and a v base Sv satisfying the conditions 
vu, u' e Su, u n A = u' n A => u
v = TF 
and (or) 
vv,V e sv,vn A = V n A => V = v^. 
The cardinal number 
rd(X) = min {\A\: A is regularly dense in X} 
will be called the regular density of (X,u,v). Similarly, the quasi-regular density of 
X can be defined as the cardinal number 
qrd(X) = min {\A\: A is quasi-regularly dense in X } 
It is easy to verify 
3.2. Theorem. 
bd(X) SC qrd(X) <. rd(X) <_ jd(X) . 
3.3. E x a m p l e . Consider the space (X, u, v) of Example 2.3, and the bases 
Su = { ( - c o , a] : a 6 R}, Sv = {[&, oo): be R} of u and v respectively. The set 
of rational numbers Q is regularly dense in X: If [a, oo) n Q = [6, oo) n Q and 
( -oo , c] n Q = ( -oo , d] n Q, then a = b and c = d. It follows that 
bd(X) = rd(X) = qrd(X) < jd(X). 
3.4. E x a m p l e . We take the space (X,u,v) of Example 2.5 and consider the 
bidense set C of X . It is easy to check that C is not quasi-regularly dense in X. 
Furthermore, if A is a bidense subset of X and |^4| = w2 or ^ 3 , then it cannot be 
quasi-regularly dense. Hence, we have 
bd(X) < qrd(X) = rd(X) = jd(X) . 
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3.5. E x a m p l e . Let X = [0,012) = o>2- Consider the topology u on X with the 
base 
{[0,w) U { t ) } : u<D< w2}U{0,^}U{{7}: 7 <. w} 
and the topology v with the base 
{{0,7}:7<^}U{(w2\w i )uM'w i .M.{°}>0}. 
Clearly, A = [0,o;] is bidense in X, and | A | = bd(X) . It can be easily seen that A is 
not quasi-regularly dense in X. Now we take the set B = [0,u;i]. B is bidense, but 
not regularly dense. However, B is quasi-regularly dense and \B\ = ui\ = qrd(X). It 
follows easily that 
b d p f ) < qrd(X) < rd(A-) = ]&{X). 
We may now present 
3.6. Theorem. If (X,u,v) is pairwise regular, then 
bw(X) <.exprd(X) . 
P r o o f . Let A be regularly dense in X, \A\ = rd(X). Consider the bases 5U and 
5V corresponding to A. Clearly, d = <5U x 5V is a bibase for X. Let d = {(Ua,Va): 
a e T}. It is easy to see that 
d' = {(intutV,intuvT): a e T} 
is also a bibase for X. For each a £ T, take 
Ea = Ar\Ua, Fa = ADVa. 
Consider a,/3 e T,a ^ fi , with (Ea,Fa) = (Ep,Fp). Since A is regularly dense, 
( t C K ) = (^9.V ia), w e have (intuL7^,intuV^) = ( i n t u t ^ , i n t u T ^ ) . Hence, we find 
bw(X) <. \d'\ <. \{(Ea,Fa):aeT}\ <_ \&>(A)\ = e x p r d ( X ) . 
3.7. T h e o r e m . If (X,u,v) is weakly pairwise T 2 , then 
| X | < . e x p 2 q r d ( X ) . 
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P r o o f . Let A be quasi-regularly dense in X, \A\ = qrd(A), and let Su and <5„ 
be bases of u,v, respectively, with 
(l) VU,U' &Su,UnA = U'nA=>T? = t/
7" 
(2) vv,V eSv,vnA = VnA=>v = v
7" 
Assume that (1) holds. For each x 6 X consider the family 
Ax = {GnA: x<£GeSuuSv}. 
Consider x,y e X with x == y. We will show that Ax ^ Ay. Suppose that Ax = Ay. 
Since X is weakly pairwise T 2 , there exist U G Su and V e Sv such that U 0 V = 0 
and x e tf, y € V or a; e V, y € 17. If x e [/, 3/ e K, clearly U nA e Ax. Since 
As = Ay there exists f/' e Su or V G <5„ such that 
(3) y e t / ' , u'nA = UnA 
(4) s e y ' , y ' n A = VnA 
Assume that (3) holds. Since <7n V = 0, we have rj C A \ V and so XT C A \ V. By 
( l ) ) t /
i ' c i \ y that is U' n V = 0. But this contradicts y e r j ' n V. Now assume 
that (4) holds. Then $ = (UnA)n(VnA) = (VnA)n(VnA) = VnVnA. Since 
A is u-dense, we deduce V n V = 0, which contradicts y £ V nV. If we suppose 
i 6 V, y e (7, we obtain a similar contradiction. Thus x =£ y implies that Ax # Ay. 
If we consider the property (2), then we obtain the same result. Hence, we have 
\X\ = \{Ax:xe A } | < \g?(3?(A))\ = e x p
2 q r d ( A ) . 
3.8. Corollary. If(X,u,v) is weakly pairwise T 2 , then 
bw(A') s Jexp 3 qrd(A) . 
Clearly, rd(A) and qrd(A) may be replaced by jd(A) in the above results. How-
ever, the examples show that in general the given inequalities are sharper. 
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4 . BlCELLULARITY 
We now turn to the question of defining cellularity in a bitopological setting. 
4 .1 . Definit ion. Let (X,u,v) be a bitopological space and t? = {(Ua,Va): 
a e r } an open dual family in X. The family ^ is said to be a bicellular in X if 
(i) Va e T, Ua n Va / 0 
(ii) a,/? e T, a ^ 0 => Ua n Vp = 0 or Up n V„ = 0. 
The cardinal number 
bc(-X) = sup {\V\: tf is a bicellular family in X } 
is called the bicellularity of (X, u,v). 
Clearly, we have 
4.2. Theorem. 
bc(X) =Sjc(X). 
4.3. E x a m p l e . Let X = [0,u>i) = Wi, let u be the topology with the base 
{{7} :7^w}U{[0 .w)U{r , } :»7 6(w,a; i )}U{w} 
and u the topology with the base 
{{0,7}:7ewRj{wi\w,{0},0}. 
It can be easily seen that, for the space (X, u, v) 
u; = bc(X) <jc(X)=uj1. 
For a topological space, it is trivial to show that c(X) ^ d(X) . However, a similar 
result is not true for the cardinal invariants bicellularity, bidensity, regular density 
and quasi-regular density. 
Consider the space (X, u, v) of Example 2.3. The dual family <€ = {( ( -oo , a], [a, oo)): 
a e R} is a bicellular family and | ^ | = bc(X) = wj., and so we obtain 
to = bd(X) = qrd(X) = rd(X) < bc(X). 
However, we have the following results: 
4 .4 . Theorem. 
bc(X) ^ m i n { j d ( X ) , e x p q r d ( X ) } . 
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P r o o f . bc(X) < jd(X) is immediate by Theorem 4.2. Now we show that 
bc(A") ^ expqrd(X) . Let %? = {(Ua,Va): a € T} be a bicellular family and A a 
quasi-regularly dense subset of X with |A| = qrd(X). We denote by Su and Sv, 
respectively, the u base and v base corresponding to A. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that the elements of <& belong to Su x Sv. Now a,/3 € F, a ^ ft, 
implies U„ n A ^ Up n A or Va n A Jt Vp n A. Indeed, assume Ua n A = Up n .4 and 
Va n A = T/g n A. Then by the quasi-regular density of A, we have Ua = £/,g or 
Va
u = P > " . Let I V = Up". Then 7Ja" n Vp £ 0 and £ 7 / n Va ± 0. Hence, we have 
(7a n V5 ^ 0 and C/̂  n Va £ 0. But this contradicts bicellularity of tf. If Va = V/, 
we obtain a similar contradiction. Hence, 
\V\ = \{(UanA,VanA): aer}\ <_ \0>{A x A)\ = expqrd(AT). 
Finally, we find bc(X) ^ e x p q r d ( X ) . D 
4 .5 . T h e o r e m . Let (X, u, v) be a bitopological space and A a jointly dense subset 
ofX. Then 
bc(A) = bcp f ) . 
P r o o f . Let tf be a bicellular family in X. Clearly, the family {(UnA,VnA): 
(U,V) 6 "*?} is a bicellular family in A. Hence, bc(X) ^ bc(A). Now let J T be a 
bicellular family in A. For each (G, .H") G J ^ , we can find (Ua, VH) £ uxv such that 
G = Ua n A, H = VH n A. If we use the joint density of A, we can easily see that 
{(Ua, VH): (G, H) 6 JT} is a bicellular family in X, and so bc(A) < bc(JQ. D 
In view of Example 3.3, the joint density of A in Theorem 4.5 cannot be replaced by 
bidensity, quasi-regular density or regular density, because the set of rational numbers 
Q is bidense, quasi-regularly dense and regularly dense, but bc(Q) = u < bc(X). 
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